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Muons with bad momentum resolution must be 
rejected from our data sample to study High-pT muons 
in events used in searching for very high energy new 
particles in the new data. It needs to be developed to 
assess the muons based on q/p (charge over 
momentum) as well as its error and compare these 
values with nominal muons.  This project based on 
analysis  components developing responsible for 
vetoing these muons.

Bad muon veto 

Figure 2: pT (left) and q/p (right) 
residual distributions for muons with 

1.7 TeV < pT < 2.3 TeV. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of the dimuon invariant mass 
for events passing the full selection. 
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Muon identification 

Looking for Z’ and W’ high-mass resonances 
(pT>100GeV).

Types of working points: Loose, Medium, Tight, 
High-pT, or Low-pT;

Types of gas chambers: MDT, CSC, TGC and 
RPC.

The five muon types: 

1. Calorimeter-Tagged muons (CT 
muons);❌

2. Combined muons (CB muons);✓
3. Segment-Tagged muons (ST muons);❌
4. MuGirl muons❌
5. Extrapolated muons (ME muons)❌

Figure 4: Chambers and layers

Figure 3: Z-boson decays
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Results and first problem

The q/p significance:

The performance of the ATLAS detector: 

Issue:
Almost no 

correlation 

Figure 5: pT-resolution and q/p significance correlation
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Going deeper: precision layers

Looking for dependence

+1 variable - nprecisionLayers value

The nprecisionLayers value - the 

number of MDT/NSW layers where 

several hits are detected.

n=0

n=1

n>=3

n=2

Figure 6: pT-resolution and q/p significance correlation depending on 
precision layer for 8 TeV

Issue:
Almost no 

correlation 
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Going deeper:  precision layers and eta ranges

Looking for dependence

+2 variables - nprecisionLayers and |ղ| values

Figure 7: pT-resolution and q/p significance correlation depending on 
precision layer and eta-range for 8 TeV

Issue:

or

?
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What has been used? 

Data -analysis frameworks: ROOT, ATLAS 

PanDa, RUCIO

Programing languages for plotting and code 

development: Python (PyROOT), C++

GitLab - code sharing
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Conclusions and loose ends

1. Reject muons, which are equal or less than 1.

2. New data ->  new investigations -> new improvements!

3. The ?% of work has been done.

The problems that has to be resolved: 

1. Contradiction between support note and gained results;

2. What the pT resolution selection condition?

Why are they   
different?
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Thank you for your attention! 
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